
 

Easebourne Parish Council 
Staff Recruitment Policy 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1 This policy provides guidance to those involved in selecting staff for the council. 

 
1.2 The council has made clear its commitment to equal opportunities for all by the adoption of an Equal 

Opportunities Statement. All selection processes must take place within the framework laid down by this 
policy. 

 
1.3 The council will also endeavour to use the employment guidance provided in the National Joint Council for 

Local Government Services ‘green book’. 
 

1.4 All those involved in selecting candidates for employment should be aware that legislation increasingly 
regulates employment behaviour. Failure to follow certain basic steps can lead to an aggrieved candidate 
referring a matter to an employment tribunal.  

 
2. Aims 

 
2.1 The key aims of the council’s recruitment policy are: 

• To maximise the effectiveness of the recruitment and selection process 
• To ensure the recruitment and selection processes are consistent, fair and transparent, and in 

accordance with legislation 
• To ensure the recruitment and selection processes are in accordance with the council’s Equal 

Opportunities Statement  
 

3. Applications 
 
3.1 The council will provide a job description and person specification for each vacancy, and these documents 

will form the basis for the selection process. The Clerk will be responsible for ensuring these are reviewed 
and reflect the current responsibilities of the role. 

 
3.2 The person specification will include a list of skills, experience and qualifications which are essential and/or 

desirable for the role. Candidates will be assessed and selected for interview against the person 
specification criteria. 
 

3.3 The job description and person specification will be included in the recruitment pack, which will also provide 
details of working hours, pay scales and type and length of contract.  

 
3.4 Vacancies will be advertised, except where the council are amending a temporary or fixed-term contract to 

a permanent position, where the existing post-holder may be offered the position prior to any other 
advertising. 

 
3.5 The council will consider the viability of part-time and/or job share candidates for each role, and will make 

clear in its advertisement if this will be considered. 
 



 

3.6 The council uses application forms for recruitment in respect of all staff, and will not accept CV’s alone. All 
potential applicants should be directed to apply formally through the official contact named in the 
advertisement. 

 
4. Shortlisting 

 
4.1 The council will agree a shortlisting panel to assess the applications. The composition of the panel will vary 

according to the type of post being filled. 
 

4.2 Any Member with a personal connection to any of the candidates will be excluded from the entire selection 
process. 
 

4.3 As soon as possible after the closing date for applications, the shortlisting panel will select candidates for 
interview by assessing the information in their application form against the job description and person 
specification.  

 
5. Interviews 

 
5.1 The council will agree the composition of the interview panel, which will normally comprise the members of 

the shortlisting panel.  
 

5.2 To ensure a consistent and fair approach, all candidates will be asked similar questions, with supplementary 
questions structured around each candidate to enable individuals to demonstrate their relevant skills and 
abilities. The questions will vary depending on the vacancy. 
 

5.3 The interview panel must take extreme care to ensure they do not imply discrimination by asking questions 
about personal circumstances which are unrelated to the job. Such questions are contrary to the council’s 
Equal Opportunities Statement. 

 
5.4 Each member of the interview panel will take notes to support their assessment of the candidates’ 

suitability of the role, and the panel may agree a scoring system to help objectively assess the candidates. 
 
5.5 Once all of the candidates have been interviewed, the panel members should compare their notes and 

agree the most suitable candidate, ensuring their decision is based on the criteria in the job description and 
person specification. 

 
6. Notification and appointment 

 
6.1 Post interview arrangements are the responsibility of the Clerk, or where the vacancy is for the Clerk role, 

the council Chairman.  
 

6.2 Candidates should be notified as soon as possible of the outcome. A verbal offer of appointment may be 
made to the successful candidate, but must be formally confirmed in writing.  The offer is conditional on 
obtaining satisfactory references and, where applicable, proof of eligibility to work in the UK and any copies 
of qualification certificates. 

 



 

6.3 If unsatisfactory responses to references are received, the council may reconsider the offer of appointment. 
If the offer is subsequently withdrawn, the council may make an offer to one of the original unsuccessful 
candidates, or decide to begin the recruitment process again. 

 
 
 
 
 

This policy was approved and adopted by Easebourne Parish Council on 18th April 2018 and will be reviewed prior to any 
recruitment process taking place or a maximum of once per annum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parish Clerk: S Hurr 
Address: 1 Pennicott Road, Bersted, West Sussex PO21 5AY 

Email: parishclerk@easebourne.org  Telephone Number 07342 166 188 
Parish Council Website: www.easebourne.org 

 


